Reversible Temperature Indicators
Thermometers (Multi-Temp Liquid Crystal Strips)

Features Wide Range—16 Indicating Levels in 2-Degree Increments (°F)
Excellent Visibility and Presentation of Environmental Changes
Temperature Square Becomes Highlighted for Indicated Reading

- **RLC-60-58/88**
  - 58 to 88°F/14 to 31°C
  - (2°F increments)
  - Includes corresponding °C scale
- **RLC-60-26/56**
  - 26 to 56°F/-3 to 13°C
  - (2°F increments)
  - Includes corresponding °C scale
- **RLC-60-3/13**
  - -3 to 13°C/26 to 56°F
  - (16 indicating levels)
  - Includes corresponding °F scale in 2°F increments
- **RLC-60-90/120**
  - 90 to 120°F/32 to 49°C
  - (2°F increments)
  - Includes corresponding °C scale
- **RLC-60-14/31**
  - 14 to 31°C/58 to 88°F
  - (16 indicating levels)
  - Includes corresponding °F scale in 2°F increments

Insert suffix “-10” for package of 10 or “-30” for package of 30.

Ordering Examples:
- RLC-60-58/88-30, 16 temperature range label, 58 to 88°F (2°F increments), package of 30.
- RLC-60-32/49-10, 16 temperature range label 90 to 120°F, pack of 10.

All models shown smaller than actual size. 12.7 W x 127 L x 0.25 mm thick (½ x 5 x 0.01”)